Cobb Scientific continues the mission of Science
Lab Heroes and has expanded to include children

ENGAGING

as young as three. We no longer solely use space
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as the back drop, instead we incorporate everyday
science in our shows.
Each show is 30 minutes to an hour in length and
is interactive with audience participation! Our
shows for younger children include many
experiments that can be done at home. For
middle school shows we include controlled
explosions and a few experiences that can be
done at home. We are here to make scientific
experiences that will be remembered for a
lifetime!
with audience participation! Our shows for
younger children include many experiments that
can be done at home. For middle school shows

Let us provide an engaging scientific
experience that not only entertains but
also teaches. We can help you with your
next:
Birthday Party
Block Party
Corporate Event
Classroom Takeover
Library Event
School Assembly
Retreat
Science Fair
Science Night
Summer Camp

we include controlled explosions and a few

remembered for a lifetime!

experiences. From science themed birthday
parties to school assemblies, Cobb Scientific

experiences that can be done at home. We are
here to make scientific experiences that will be

Cobb Scientific provides a variety of scientific

can provide the right scientific experience for
3309 South Michigan Street
South Bend, IN 46614

(574) 675-1983
mistercobb@cobbscientific.com
www.cobbscientific.com

you or your organization.

Q UA L I T Y S C I E N T I F I C E X P E R I E N C E S
We are able to provide a variety of science shows and in class experiences to pre-k through adult. Want a science
themed birthday party? We can do that too! We provide science for all. The following is a sample list of the scientific
experiences we oﬀer. Please visit our website at www.cobbscientific.com for a full price list. These prices include all
the material needed for one show or experience. Additional shows on the same day are $100 each. We can do up to
three shows a day.

We provide scientific experiences for all ages!

Cobb Scientific was unofficially founded in the
summer of 2011 as Science Lab Heroes. We received
a grant from NASA and the National Space Grant

AIR :

$200. 00

Take a dive in surface tension, convection currents, air
condensing, air pressure and a few other scientific
concepts as you take this scientific experience. A lucky
volunteer will ride on a leaf blower powered hovercraft.
This experience will yield ideas you can take home and try
for yourself.

Foundation. With the grant money we developed an
interactive science show that was geared towards
exposing middle school students to STEM concepts
related to space and space exploration. We were

BOOM !:

Learn about cloud formation Experience first hand how
with a cloud in a bottle!
Bernoulli‘s principle makes
toilet paper fly.

$300. 00

Be ready to participate in this nonstop display of boom!
Learn the science behind combustion and gas expansion.
None of these experience can not be tried at home.

able to take the show on the road free of charge and
visit a total of 11 schools throughout Illinois and
Indiana.

S CIEN CE H ER OE S :

Explore the concept of
surface area.

Become a film canister
rocket scientist

What is adhesion and
cohesion?

What happens to a lightbulb
filament that isn’t surrounded by
glass?

$300. 00

Science Heroes gives you a general survey of what Cobb
Scientific has for the younger crowd. Ride on a hovercraft,
hold a bubble in your hands, make clouds with water and
liquid nitrogen, shatter rubber like glass and see much
more!

